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Lecture 32 – Theology of Mark (cont.) 
And this was his message: “After me will come one more powerful than I, the thongs of whose 
sandals I am not worthy to stoop down and untie. I baptize you with water, but he will baptize 
you with the Holy Spirit.” Mark 1:7-8 (NIV) 

 
Key Terms – Minor characters, long and short endings 
 
Objectives 

• To explain the importance minor characters hold in Mark’s Gospel 
• To defend your approach to teaching Mark’s Gospel 
• To compare and contrast the long and short endings and their appropriate use 

 
Lead Questions 

• What is distinctive about Mark’s approach to evangelism and the message of the cross? 
 
 

IV.   The Major Significance of Minor Figures in Mark (Tolbert) 

A. Definition: a minor character appears just once or twice in a Gospel 

B. Minor characters in early and middle stages of Mark 

1. Faith in Jesus’ power for healing: 1:40, 5:23, 5:28, 6:56 

2. Some minor characters resemble disciples as fallible followers: 7:31-37, 8:22-26. 

C. Test case: the demonized boy and his father 

1. The father of the demonized boy almost epitomizes the 12, after transfiguration. 

2. The symptoms, the demon, and the inability of disciples. The father says, “I brought 
my son to you (9:17), and asked your disciples to cast it out, but they were not able 
(9:18).” 

3. The demon’s boldness 

4. Jesus’ calm 

5. The father’s doubts, “But if you can do anything, take pity on us and help us.” 

6. Jesus’ listens closely. Notice when the father says, "If you can” 

7. The conclusion. Foreshadows the death and resurrection of Jesus at several points. 

D. Later in Mark several minor figures show sterling faith and sacrifice. 

1. Blind Bartimaeus 

2. Two exemplary women in 12:41-44, 14:3-9. 
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3. Joseph of Arimathea 

4. The women at tomb 

E. Summary: If minor characters appear long enough to have “traits,” they often show faith. 

1. Exemplars say, “Anyone can be a disciple;” the twelve say, “It is hard to be a 
disciple.” 

2. Minor characters offer readers a bridge from internal characters to audience. 

3. Why are serious students of Scripture surprised to see how dull disciples look in 
Mark? 

V. Putting Observations of Character and Structure to Work 

A. What is the significance of weakness of disciples in Mark? 

B. Disciples and the long and short endings of Mark 

1. What Mark might have intended with his abrupt ending 

2. Short ending makes reader’s encounter with Jesus more stark and open-ended. Will 
anyone now understand, believe, be faithful? Will you? 

3. Question: Is a deliberate open ending too much for Mark? 

VI.  Using Broad Themes in Teaching and Preaching 

A. Mark’s emphasis on final week 

1. It is fitting that Mark should hurry toward the cross; everyone so obviously needs it! 

2. The failure of the twelve means Jesus goes to His death alone. 

3. Christ’s love is, if possible, even more amazing in Mark. 

4. Jesus is the hero of faith, the one warrior, Christus Victor. 

B. Mark is more evangelistic than Matthew (though the messages are similar). 

 
 
What are the major characteristics illustrated by the minor characters described in Mark’s Gospel? 
What other themes are uniquely emphasized in his account? 
 


